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Neutron Monitors



The Band function:

Overview on recent results



Why are we decided to update calculations?

1. Method uses prescribed function and finds the best-fit parameters 
for it. What if is prescribed function is wrong? → Create the method 
of fluence assessment independent from the prescribed SEP 
function.

2. Reconstruction uses neutron monitor yield function by Clem and 
Dorman (SSR, 2000). Neutron monitor yield function validation 
using AMS-02 data showed that this yield function possibly 
overestimates the low-energy particles response in neutron 
monitor together with Ma16 yield function and Mi13 and CM12 
shows better performance during validation. → Use Mi20 yield 
function (altitude-dependent!)



GLE integral increase

GCR pre-
increase 
level

GLE signal

NM Novosibirsk

From the International GLE database (IGLED, 
gle.oulu.fi) we have calculated relative integral 
increases from SEP during GLE events in the units of 
relative units of [% * hour]

NGLE=X * NGCR



The Reff method
Let me start from definition:

F(>Reff) =Keff NGLE,
where Keff is (nearly) constant in the entire 
range of realistic GLE proton spectra and NGLE
is an integral NM response to GLE protons.

Theoretical NM response can be calculated as: 

Here we used NM yield function by Mishev et al. (2013, 
2020)



The Reff method
Keff =F(>Reff) / NGLE and Keff for given R must be 

constant irrespectively from the SEP fluence function 

First we have tested this method using simple power-
law:

F(>R)=F0R–γ

and
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These relations is shaped by two different processes, viz. the atmospheric cutoff (particles must possess sufficient 
energy of a several hundred MeV to initiate an atmospheric cascade reaching the ground) and the geomagnetic 

cutoff (particles must possess sufficient rigidity to be able to enter the atmosphere). While the geomagnetic cutoff 

dominates at low- and mid-latitudes, the atmospheric cutoff becomes crucial at high latitudes. 
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Effective rigidity Reff is very close to the geomagnetic 
rigidity cutoff Pc for low- and mid-latitude locations (Pc > 

3 GV) but saturates at 1.3–1.5 GV (depending on the 

atmospheric depth) for high-latitude sites. 

Reff and Keff as functions of Pc and h

The value of the Keff varies with the geomagnetic 
cutoff depicting a shoulder at high-latitude 

locations and a nearly exponential decrease with 

Pc for low- and mid-latitudes. 
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GLE71 (17-May-2012)

PAMELA direct measurements are in better 
agreement with CM12 and Mi13 yield 
function, CD00 and Ma16 YF possibly 
overestimate the NM response in low-
energy region.

This conclusion is in agreement with 
conclusions of NM YF validation made with 
use of AMS-02 proton and helium monthly 
data.



Major IGLED update: time-depedent GCR 
background



58 strongest GLE evets were analyzed, and 
NM-based integral flux points were 
reconstructed.



Low energy SEP measurements

For years before 1989, we used fluences from several sources 
based on different spacecraft and experiments (King 1974; 
Reedy 1977; Goswami et al. 1988; Feynman & Gabriel 1990; 
Jun et al. 2007; Webber et al. 2007). 

PAMELA measurements for GLE #71



Modified Band function:





Conclusion
• “Bow-tie” method of fluence reconstruction was applied to NM data, that 

allowed us to reconstruct SEP integral fluxes for 58 strongest GLE events;

• Detrended GLE data allowed to identify Sep signal more precisely (in particular, 
for weak events);

• We used GOES satellites data to obtain SEP fluences for period 1989–2017;

• For years before 1989 we used all available low-energy data;

• NM and satellite points were fitted with modified Band function, parameter 
uncertainties were carefully evaluated;

• New reconstruction of the strongest SEP events particle fluence create new 
basis for different applications, including the production of cosmogenic 
isotopes and assessment of radiation doses. 


